Life is good.

Enjoy it.

The Volvo S60 is the Swedish sports sedan for passionate drivers. With uncompromising performance, comfort and safety – and a sense of style that leaves no doubts about the
capacity of this driving machine. Whether you intend to cross continents or simply rediscover the fun of a twisting road, this is the tool to make the most of your time behind the
wheel. So take your seat in the Volvo S60 and go for a drive. Then use the vanity mirror to check that mile wide grin.

Power is at your disposal.

The T5 engine is the most powerful alternative. It can propel the Volvo S60 to 60 mph in just 6.6 seconds and it delivers an impressive 258 ft./lbs of torque. So you’re
always empowered to deal with a tricky situation. The 2.5T engine provides 236 Ft./Lbs of torque and is available in either All-Wheel Drive or Front-Wheel Drive. Whichever
engine you choose, drivetrain and chassis perform as one. Acceleration is never delayed. Liveliness is assured by immediate response throughout the entire range of rpm.
Modest fuel consumption is the product of low internal friction, lightweight materials and advanced engine management. And of course, environmental demands are met
– often with room to spare.

Every corner is a short affair.

Beyond the power source itself, the chassis is what dictates the car’s ride performance. In the Volvo S60, a torsionally rigid body and refined chassis with sports-tuned shock
absorbers, suspension spring dampers and stabilizer bars interact to make body movement more agile and steering more responsive. All in all, a remarkably tight ride.

Transmission
The five-speed Geartronic automatic is a pleasure in any situation.
Leave it in automatic mode for carefree driving, or nudge it into manual
mode to shift gears yourself. This allows you to maintain a lower gear,
for example, to provide added engine braking as you approach a curve.

Chassis
The sporty chassis of the Volvo S60 helps provide a firm stance
and an exceptional hold. Multi-link rear suspension counteracts any
tendency to understeer, while McPherson front suspension struts
promote quick and crisp response to sudden turning and braking.
ABS brakes with Emergency Brake Assistance (EBA)
The anti-lock brakes are designed for optimal performance even
during repetitive and intensive use. You can brake as hard as you
like as you steer clear of trouble. EBA detects attempted emergency
braking and, when necessary, provides added assistance to bring
the car to standstill in the shortest possible distance.

All-Wheel Drive with Instant Traction™
Providing instant take-off and superior grip, the electronically
controlled all-wheel drive system employs Instant Traction technology.
Constant hydraulic pressure ensures that power is immediately
distributed among the wheels with the best grip. Wheel spin is
minimized while acceleration and stability are enhanced, not least
in slippery conditions. When cruising on straight dry roads, the front
wheels receive up to 95% of the power for efficiency. As conditions
change, up to 50% of the power can be directed to the rear wheels.
And when cornering, the system channels power back and forth to
provide sharp turning and greater stability throughout the curve.

You’re in command.

When you climb into the driver’s seat, the Volvo S60 puts the road ahead into its proper perspective. The highly adjustable seat and steering column help create perfect
ergonomics. Instrumentation is clearly presented, controls are intuitive. With two hands on the wheel, all important functions are at your fingertips. If it starts raining,
sensors will take care of the wipers* and when it gets dark, the auto-dim rear view mirror automatically adjusts.
* Included in the Optional Climate Package

Stay as long as you like.
The places where you choose to spend your time say a great deal about you. The Volvo S60, for example, is an environment that’s both stimulating and warm. It’s clearly a driver’s
car and yet it doesn’t compromise the comfort of its passengers, as the sculpted seats and generous legroom show. So when the pleasure of the drive is over, you’re still in shape
to enjoy your destination.

Center armrest
Concealing cup holders and a storage
compartment, the center forward armrest
opens up to provide space for your drinks
and snacks, and even a small table for
rear seat passengers.

Multifunctional armrest
The cabin’s center console incorporates
several facilities: two cup holders
concealed by the sliding cover, a handy
storage space in front of the comfortable
armrest, and special recesses for small
items.

Rear seat ventilation
Providing rear seat passengers with the
opportunity to control ventilation, these
adjustable vents are placed on either side
of the car.

Coat hanger
On the front passenger seat head restraint
there’s a convenient hook where you can
keep your jacket within easy reach from
the driver’s seat.

Rear seat center armrest
When there are only two rear seat
passengers, this armrest folds down to
accommodate elbows, drinks and other
knickknacks.

Premium Sound (standard T5, optional 2.5T and 2.5T AWD)
The supreme sound system for the most discerning music lover. The power durability and
exceptional transient reproduction of the speakers, combined with the amplifier’s high capacity,
result in a truly exquisite and dynamic sound. Dolby Pro Logic II surround sound offers an
authentic listening experience wherever you are seated. Premium Sound includes:

Performance (standard 2.5T and 2.5T AWD)
A console integrated radio and CD player—it sounds good and it’s easy to use.
Performance includes:
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plus 25 watts for the center speaker
Dolby, Pro Logic, and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.

Volvo Navigation System (VNS)
Voice guidance, and graphic navigation if you like, all the way to your chosen destination.
Controlled from the steering wheel integrated remote, the system is simple to use and
offers a variety of visual formats. When it’s not needed, the screen retracts into the dash.

iPod® Music interface
The ipod interface allows you to connect and have complete control of your iPod® directly
through the car’s audio system. Search by Artist, album, song or musical style directly
through your radio controls. Retailer installed accessory.

Expert security.

Sturdy door locks and an electronic immobilizer make stealing this car difficult, not to mention the remote-controlled alarm. Add a level sensor and the alarm will be triggered if the
RPaXbYPRZTSd_CWTE^[e^B%zb0__a^PRWP]S7^\T;XVWcX]V_a^eXSTPbT]bT^UbTRdaXchfWT]R^\X]VP]SV^X]VPc]XVWc1dcXUP]T\TaVT]RhbW^d[S^RRdacWT_P]XRQdcc^]^]
the remote control lets you sound the alarm.

Safety comes naturally.
It’s in the genes – an uncompromising ambition to both protect and celebrate life. It’s human nature. And it’s what
makes a Volvo a Volvo. For decades, we’ve created cars that both encourage people to enjoy life and offer protection
in the event of an accident. In fact, thousands of people all over the world can say they’re still alive because of a
Volvo. This is not by coincidence. Our founders stated that safety is, and will always be, at the heart of what we do.
As a result, Volvo is recognized the world over for our passion to provide the safest cars on the road.
The protective character of a Volvo also encompasses the world we share. As far back as 1972, Volvo was the first
car manufacturer to acknowledge the environmental downside of cars. Since then, we’ve been committed to reducing
the environmental impact of the cars we make and how we make them. Therefore, choosing a Volvo will never be
something you do just for yourself. Not that you can’t, but our cars will always consider the well-being of more than
one. Even if those people happen to be outside your car or are part of future generations. It’s just the way we are.

Innovations for life.
}8] ($(=X[b1^W[X]PE^[e^bPUTchT]VX]TTaX]eT]cTS
the three-point seat belt. So important is this invention
that it is considered to be one of the most life-saving
technical innovations in the history of mankind.
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introduce the three-way catalytic converter with an oxygen
sensor for exhaust emission control. Today virtually all
gasoline-powered cars are equipped with this ingenious
component – just as indispensable for the environment as
the three-point seat belt is for safety.
These are only two examples of Volvo’s most important
safety and environment innovations. You’ll find a lot more on
www.volvocars.com/corporation

“Cars are driven by people. Therefore, the
guiding principle behind everything we make
at Volvo is – and must remain – safety.”
Assar Gabrielsson and Gustaf Larson,
founders of Volvo

After 36,000 crashes,
you begin to know what you’re doing.
The best way to learn what really happens before, during and after a car crash, is to be there. Since 1970, Volvo’s
0RRXST]cATbTPaRWCTP\WPbX]eTbcXVPcTSPRRXST]cbX]e^[eX]VE^[e^RPab^]BfTSXbWa^PSbC^SPh^da^f]bcPcXbcXRP[
database contains over 36,000 accidents with more than 60,000 occupants.
Our accident researchers are on stand-by 24/7. If there’s an accident involving a newer Volvo car within 60 miles
of Göteborg, our researchers are instantly alerted by the rescue team. In addition to studies on the scene of the
accident, our researchers also investigate what happened before the crash to understand how to improve the driver’s
ability to avoid a collision.

Volvo Cars Safety Center – the world’s most
advanced crash laboratory
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recreate a variety of real-life traffic situations and crashes.
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car-to-car at different speeds and with other kinds of
vehicles and road obstacles. We perform frontal impacts,
rear impacts, side impacts and roll-over tests and test cars
off-road as well as against genuine Swedish granite rockface – we can even simulate impacts with wild animals.
If you make it here, you make it anywhere
Other car manufacturers come to Sweden for final car
testing under harsh and capricious conditions. For us it’s
W^\T>da^f]_a^eX]VVa^d]S7É[[TaTSfXcWXcb"#\X[Tb
of test tracks includes different road types from all over the
f^a[S7TaTfTbRadcX]XiT^daRPabzPQX[Xchc^bd__^accWTXa
drivers in all imaginable and unimaginable situations during
thousands of test miles – not to mention the distances
driven on ordinary Swedish roads.
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designing this car.
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of airbags in the industry (it probably doesn’t), but because of how well the different safety technologies
interact to keep the occupants out of harm’s way. What’s more, what you see is the result of the collected
efforts from generations of dedicated Volvo safety engineers. So if you share our passion for safety,
this may be the most exciting image in the whole brochure.

In a frontal collision the patented frontal structure will yield to help absorb
crash energy, while longitudinal steel struts in the doors helps disperse crash
energy away from the front to the rear of the car. The compact power train
is designed to help optimize deformation. Inside the car, seat belts interact
with the collapsible steering column and multi-stage airbags to help keep the
occupants out of harm’s way. A lower cross member helps protect occupants
in an oncoming car with lower positioned bumpers.

In a roll-over the extremely sturdy safety cage and reinforced
roof structure will help protect the occupants while the seat
belts help keep them restrained in their seats. If the car first
has been hit from the side, the Inflatable Curtain (IC) deploys
to help provide head protection and help keep the occupants
inside the cabin.

In a side impact Volvo’s unique Side Impact Protection System
(SIPS) helps protect the occupants. The extremely strong door
and side structure is designed to help withstand a severe side
impact – even with a larger vehicle. The dual-chamber side
airbags in the front seats help protect the chest and hip, while
the Inflatable Curtain (IC) adds head protection.

In a rear impact the rear deformation zones will help absorb
crash energy. The fuel tank is designed to remain well protected
in front of the rear axle. The head restraints help protect the
neck and spine, and Volvo’s unique Whiplash Protection System
F78?BRaPS[TbcWTUa^]cbTPc^RRd_P]cbX]PR^]ca^[[TS\P]]Ta
to help prevent whiplash injuries.

Maximize your experience.
Not your carbon footprint.
We believe it’s more fun to drive a car that cares both for people and
cWTT]eXa^]\T]c~QTXc^dcbXST^aX]bXSTcWTeTWXR[TDcX[XiX]VPSeP]RT
engine technology and emission control, the Volvo engines are designed
to combine high performance with low environmental impact. This caring
PccXcdSTR^]cX]dTbX]bXSTh^daE^[e^7TaTh^dP]Sh^da_PbbT]VTabRP]
experience one of the automotive industry’s cleanest and healthiest
cabin environments. It’s as enjoyable as it’s responsible. Just as you
would expect of a Volvo.

Emission controls
All Volvo engines comply with stringent international environmental requirements. Advanced
emission control eliminates between 95 and 99% of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and
nitrogen oxides from engine exhaust gases. The catalytic converter is positioned to provide
optimum exhaust conversion sooner after cold starting.
Low emission interior
To ensure that you and your passengers are not exposed to harmful emissions or unpleasant
odors, we test individual upholstery and interior trim items as well as complete interiors in
the Volvo Environmental Laboratory in Sweden. All upholstery materials and interior textiles
also comply with Oeko-Tex Standard 100 – an international benchmark for human ecological
safety of textiles. All leathers are tanned by a process that only uses vegetable or synthetic
substances instead of chromium. In addition, several interior details made of metal are tested
for contact allergies – they even meet the same nickel leakage requirements as jewelry.
Clean cabin air
A cabin air filter removes dust, pollen and other particles from the incoming air. Volvo’s
Interior Air Quality System (IAQS)* continuously monitors incoming air and can shut
out carbon monoxide, ground-level ozone and nitrogen dioxide. This helps to ensure that
the air you breathe in the car is cleaner than that outside when driving in heavy city traffic
and tunnels.
BcP]SPaSX]C$8]R[dSTSX]cWT0SeP]RTS?PRZPVT^]!$CP]S!$C0F3

Accessories.

FOR DRIVING FREEDOM
7^\T[X]Z
Moonroof wind deflector

Volvo’s accessories help you make your Volvo S60 even more suited to your
personal needs. They are the only ones that have been tested to meet Volvo’s

Park assist, front and rear
Portable navigation system
E^[e^WP]SbUaTTfXcW1[dTc^^cW

exacting safety, quality and environmental requirements. You can also rest
assured they’re a perfect match to the technology and design of your Volvo.

FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT
CD holder glove compartment
Satellite Radio
E^[e^DB1P]SX?^S\dbXR_[PhTa

FOR PRECIOUS CARGO

FOR UNEXPECTED SITUATIONS

FOR YOUR LEISURE

Shopping bag holder

FOR YOUR LOOKS

1^^bcTaRdbWX^]P]SQPRZaTbc

Car cover

Ashtray

Ski carriers, roof mounted

0[d\X]d\fWTT[b '" &"

Child activity bag

Electric engine heater

1XZTRPaaXTaa^^U\^d]cTS

Snowboard carrier, roof mounted

1^ShZXc

Child mirror

Jumper cables

1d\_Ta_a^cTRcXeTR^eTa

Sun glasses holder

2Wa^\TfWTT[b '" &"

First aid kit

Leather care kit

1dbX]TbbQPV^aVP]XiTa

Surfboard carrier, roof mounted

License plate frames

Padded neck cushion

Mud flaps, front and rear

Canoe/Kayak carrier, roof mounted

Trailer hitch mounted bike carrier

Locking lug nuts

Padded upholstery and headrest

Snow chains

Cargo box, roof mounted

Trailer hitch mounted load basket

Sill moldings, Volvo logo

Sun screens

Warning triangle

Cup holder, center com

Trailer hitch mounted ski carrier

Sport floor mats

Floor mats, rubber

Trailer hitch step

Sport gear shift gaiter

Load basket, roof mounted

CaPX[Ta7XcRW!" Square profile

Sport gear shift knob

Load securing net trunk floor

Trailer mirrors

Sport steering wheel

Luggage compartment mats

Tunnel mat

Trunk spoiler

=Tc_^RZTcbXST_P]T[RPaV^PaTP

Valve stem caps

Portable electric cooler / hotbox

Wood steering wheel

Load bar carrying system

BTTcWT!(E^[e^0RRTbb^aXTbQa^RWdaTU^aPR^\_[TcT[Xbc^U6T]dX]TE^[e^0RRTbb^aXTb

Interior selection.
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Graphite interior, Sport leather Graphite upholstery (9A70)
bcP]SPaS!$CP]S!$C0F3

Genuine Wood Inlay
!$C!$C0F3

The Volvo S60 offers exclusive interior options to go with your personality. All our leather and fabric upholsteries are approved by Oeko-Tex. This means they’re tested for certain
allergy-inducing and harmful substances. Make your choices to compose your own interior styling.

CPd_TX]cTaX^afXcW8]bRaX_cX^];X]T]FWXcTB^Uc;TPcWTad_W^[bcTah375;0[d\X]d\<TbW8][Ph
(standard T5)
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(standard T5)

Aluminum Mesh Inlay
Standard T5, included in advanced package
^]!$CP]S!$C0F3

Aluminum wheels.

4dS^aP'g '" alloy wheels
Silver Bright
(Optional T5 only)

Cassiopeia 7.5x17" alloy wheels
BX[eTa1aXVWc3XP\^]SRdc
(Standard T5)

Talos 7x17" alloy wheels
Silver Bright
(Included in Optional Advanced
?PRZPVT>]!$C!$C0F3

Echo 6.5x16" alloy wheels
Silver Bright
BcP]SPaS!$C0F3

Eurus 7x16" alloy wheels
Silver Bright
(Standard 2.5T)

Standard features.
S60 2.5T

S60 2.5T AWD

S60 T5

#

#

#

N/A

N/A

#

Leather-clad steering wheel

#

#

#

#

Leather Seating surfaces

#

#

N/A

#

Luggage/cargo area lights

#

#

#

#

#

Outside temperature gauge

#

#

#

P

P

#

Premium Inscription Leather seating surfaces

N/A

N/A

#

Immobilizer, encrypted ignition key

#

#

#

Pollen filter for passenger compartment

#

#

#

Inflatable side Curtain (IC)

#

#

#
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#

#

#
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#

#

#

Power-adjustable heated exterior rearview mirrors

#

#

#

Overhead-mounted seat belt reminder lights

#

#

#
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#

#

#
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#

#

#

Power moonroof

#

#

#

ATPaU^V[XVWcfXcWPdc^^UU

#

#

#

Power windows with driver and passenger auto up/down with anti-trap feature

#

#

#

Safe approach and home safe lighting

#

#

#

ATPaRd_W^[STab

#

#

#
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N/A

N/A

#

ATPabTPceT]cX[PcX^]^dc[Tcb^]cWT1_X[[Pab

#

#

#
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#

#

#
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#

#

#

Split-folding rear seat 60/40

#

#

#

N/A

N/A

#

#

#

#

N/A

N/A

#

Sunglass holder

P

P

#

Tilt/telescopic steering wheel with illuminated cruise and audio controls

#

#

#

Tinted windows

#

#

#

Trip computer

#

#

#

Two entry lights (in front door footwells)

#

#

#

N/A

N/A

#

#

#

#

Brushed aluminum door handles

N/A

N/A

#

3TRZ[XSb_^X[Ta

N/A

N/A

#
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>

>

#

Front fog lights

#

#

#

?PaZ0bbXbcATPa

P

P

#

SAFETY

S60 2.5T

S60 2.5T AWD

S60 T5

Anti-submarine seats

#

#

#

Leather-clad gear knob

3PhcX\Tad]]X]V[XVWcbWP[^VT]bT\XbTP[TSfXcWaT_[PRTPQ[TQd[Q

#

#

#

Leather-clad parking brake handle
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#

#

#

3h]P\XRBcPQX[XchP]SCaPRcX^]2^]ca^[3BC2

#

#

Emergency trunk release

#

#

Five padded head restraints

#

7^\T;X]ZaT\^cTVPaPVTS^^a^_T]Ta

Seat belts: five, 3-point inertia-reel belts with automatic pretensioners;
front belts have height adjustment

#

Security system

#

#

#

Side impact air bags for driver and front passenger (SIPS bags II )

#

#

#

Side Impact Protection System (SIPS)

#

#

#

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

#

#

#

Top-tether child seat anchorage capability

#

#

#

FWX_[PbW?a^cTRcX^]BTPcX]VBhbcT\F78?B

#

#

#

TM

#

#

INTERIOR

Aluminum Mesh Inlays

P

P

#

Auto-dim rearview mirror

#

#

#

0DG8]_dc

#

#

#

Central power door locks with remote control, trunk and fuel filler door locks

#

#

#

Coin box

#

#

#

Cruise control

#

#

#

Cup holders

#

#

#

3dP[i^]T4[TRca^]XR2[X\PcT2^]ca^[422

#

#

#

Electric folding rear head restraints

#

#

#

Four reading lights

#

#

#

Front center armrest

#

#

#

Front door-panel storage pockets

#

#

#

Front seat-back storage pockets

#

#

#

Genuine Wood Inlays

#

#

N/A

Grocery bag holder

P

P

#

7TPcTSUa^]cbTPcbX]R[dSTSX]2[X\PcT?PRZPVT

P

P

P
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#

#

N/A
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P

P

#

Illuminated lockable glove compartment

#

#

#

Illuminated vanity mirrors in driver/front passenger sun visors

#

#

#

Interior air quality system (IAQS)

P

P

#

Interior cabin light delay

#

#

#

Sport Chassis
Sport Seats
Sport Steering Wheel

FPcRW3XP[8]bcad\T]cb
2-Speed windshield wipers with intermittent cycle
EXTERIOR

# = Standard

> = Option

P = Package

N/A = Not available

Packages.
CLIMATE PACKAGE (2.5T, 2.5T AWD, T5)

ADVANCED PACKAGE (2.5T, 2.5T AWD)

In a Volvo you’re always prepared to deal with the ever-changing forces of nature.
And to increase comfort when driving in cold, rain or snow – simply add the
Climate Package.

}&g &" Talos Alloy wheels
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*Standard on T5
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Volvo S60 specifications.

ENGINES
5XeTRh[X]STaX][X]TT]VX]T3^dQ[T^eTaWTPSRP\bWPUcb!eP[eTb
Continuously variable valve timing on both the intake and exhaust side
(2.5T and T5). Electronic engine management system. Three-way
catalytic converter with a heated oxygen sensor. 2.5T and T5 also
feature turbocharger and dual-charge air coolers (Intercoolers).
Volvo S60 2.5T AWD (208 hp)
Volvo S60 2.5T (208 hp)
This smooth running engine with a light pressure turbocharger provides
a lively yet beautifully balanced driving experience. Access to the
engine’s full potential (236 ft./lbs.) is available from just 1500 rpm
– for a very quick start and plenty of acceleration for passing.
Continuously Variable Valve Timing for both intake and exhaust valves
(dual CVVT) ensures excellent performance and cleaner exhaust
emissions under all driving conditions.
Engine type: 2.5-liter five-cylinder turbocharged engine
<Pg_^fTa^dc_dc)!'W_Pc$a_\
Max torque: 236 ft./lbs. at 1500–4500 rpm
0RRT[TaPcX^]~%\_W)!$C%(!$C0F3&!bTR
Top speed: 130 mph
5dT[R^]bd\_cX^]\_VWXVWfPhRXch)!' (!$C!% '!$C0F3
4]eXa^]\T]cP[R[PbbXUXRPcX^])D;4E88
Transmission: Five-speed automatic 2.5T, five-speed geartronic
Pdc^\PcXR!$C0F3
Volvo S60 T5 (257 hp)
This highly efficient, turbocharged engine is an impressive performer.
FXcW_[T]ch^U_d]RWcWa^dVW^dccWTaP]VT^Ua_\Ud[[c^a`dT!$'Uc
[QbXbPePX[PQ[TPcYdbc! a_\7XVWcdaQ^RWPaVT_aTbbdaT\TP]b
extra power at high rpm and an invitation to an active style of driving.
The turbocharger too, has an over-boost feature that provides additional power when pushed, for instance when passing. Continuously
Variable Valve Timing for both intake and exhaust valves (dual CVVT)
contributes to the engine’s quick response and steady power flow. It
also helps the engine meet stringent exhaust emission requirements.

Engine type: 2.4-liter five-cylinder turbocharged engine
Max power output: 257 hp at 5500 rpm
<Pgc^a`dT)!$'Uc[QbPc! ~$a_\
Acceleration 0–60 mph: 6.6 sec
Top speed: 130 mph
5dT[R^]bd\_cX^]\_VWXVWfPhRXch)!% '
4]eXa^]\T]cP[R[PbbXUXRPcX^])D;4E88
Transmission: Five-speed Geartronic automatic
DRIVELINE
5a^]cfWTT[SaXeT!$C0F3UTPcdaTbP_aTRWPaVTST[TRca^]XRP[[h
R^]ca^[[TS0F3fXcW8]bcP]cCaPRcX^]TM all-wheel drive system).
Transverse engine.
Five-speed automatic transmission, standard on 2.5T. Five-speed
Geartronic transmission with lock-up function, winter mode and manual
\^STBcP]SPaS^]C$P]S!$C0F3^_cX^]P[^]!$C
The responsive five-speed automatic facilitates a smooth and
comfortable drive. For the best of both worlds there’s the option of
Geartronic, a responsive five-speed automatic for relaxed driving.
This also offers manual gear shifting so that you can maintain a lower
gear to rev the engine or provide the added assistance of engine
braking. A special winter setting makes it easier to move off and
maintain grip on slippery surfaces.
CHASSIS
Front suspension with spring struts (McPherson), anti-dive and antilift function. Multi-link independent rear suspension attached to an
aluminum sub-frame. Stabilizer bars front and rear. STC (Stability and
CaPRcX^]2^]ca^[^a3BC23h]P\XRBcPQX[XchP]SCaPRcX^]2^]ca^[

The rigid body and wide wheelbase enable optimal suspension
performance, balanced handling and a high level of comfort. The front
and rear suspensions interact to provide stable braking and smooth
steering. In a curve, the rear wheels have a slight steering facility for
PSSTSbcPQX[XchP]SbcTTaX]VaTb_^]bTCWT3BC2bhbcT\RdcbX]XU
either of the drive wheels begins to lose traction or if a skid is imminent.
STEERING
Power-assisted rack and pinion steering. Tilt and telescopic steering
fWTT[R^[d\]!'~"cda]b[^RZc^[^RZCda]X]VRXaR[T"$#"'&Uc
Behind the wheel, you can enjoy steering that’s both responsive and
reassuring at all speeds. The optional speed dependent power steering
VXeTb_a^VaTbbXeT[h[Tbb_^fTaPbbXbcP]RTcWTUPbcTah^dSaXeT7XVWTa
steering precision and enhanced road feedback are easily enjoyed
benefits. At lower speeds, added power assistance makes the car even
easier to maneuver, for instance when parking.
BRAKES
Power-assisted anti-lock disc brakes (ABS), ventilated discs front. EBA
4\TaVT]Rh1aPZT0bbXbcP]RT4134[TRca^]XR1aPZT3XbcaXQdcX^]
QTcfTT]cWTUa^]cP]SaTPaQaPZTb3XPV^]P[[hb_[XcQaPZX]VbhbcT\
Powerful anti-lock disc brakes help to ensure a short stopping distance
in all conditions and withstand tough use without fading. EBA helps
h^ddbTh^daQaPZTbc^cWTUd[[X]P]T\TaVT]RhbXcdPcX^]fWX[T413
distributes the braking effect between the front and rear wheels in
order to achieve optimal results according to the car’s load and driving
conditions.
FUEL TANK
'DB6P[[^]b

Meet the family.

To live life is to
care about it.
Every moment in a Volvo is a moment designed
to celebrate life. A life full of twists and turns,
ups and downs; the little things as well as the big
ones. Of course, to live life to its fullest isn’t just

Volvo S40 The compact and
energetic sedan.

Volvo S60 The sports sedan worth
getting passionate about.

Volvo S80 The premier sedan, meticulously
engineered for superior driving comfort.

about you; caring for others is important as well.
For more than eighty years we have helped save
[XeTb^]a^PSbPa^d]ScWTf^a[S=TeTacWT[Tbb
when it comes to improving automotive safety,
we will never be satisfied. And while we’re seeking
new solutions, our existing safety systems are
preventing many accidents from happening and

Volvo V50 The Sportswagon
– flexible, compact and full of zest.

providing some real protection when they do.

Volvo V70 The genuine family wagon
– highly competitive yet comfortably versatile.

Our passion for life means looking after our
children’s children, too. Which is why we try to
balance the needs of our company with those
of society. With this bigger picture in mind, we
develop engines and technology that have less
impact on mother earth. This approach also
explains why we pay so much attention to your

Volvo XC70 The rugged yet
stylish all-roader.

Volvo XC90CWTeTabPcX[TBDEcWPc
takes you anywhere with grace.

Volvo C30 The compact and
charismatic SportsCoupe.

Volvo C70 A convertible when
you want it.

immediate environment – in the car. Simply put,
we care about you – and the whole circle of life.

Volvo C70 A coupe when you
need it to be.

Taking care of your ownership needs.

It’s a simple idea; one point of contact for all your car ownership needs, whether it’s finding the right financing or who to contact in an emergency. Get the most out of owning your Volvo.
Volvo Car Finance North America
If you purchase or lease your Volvo through Volvo Car Finance North
America, you can take advantage of services designed to make
UX]P]RX]VbX\_[TP]SR^]eT]XT]c@dXRZ3TQXcU^aX]bcP]RTT]PQ[Tb
you to have your monthly payment automatically debited from a
STbXV]PcTSQP]ZPRR^d]c5^a\^aTX]U^a\PcX^]RP[[ '&&'!"#
or visit www.volvofinance.com
On Call roadside assistance
Whenever you need us, we’re just a phone call away. Our nationwide
network of retailers and authorized service providers are ready to
assist. Whether you require roadside assistance or maps and routing
information for your next trip, refer to your On Call Card and dial
'%"E>;E>~P]hcX\TSPh^a]XVWcH^daR^\_[X\T]cPah
four-year membership activates the moment you become a Volvo
owner.
Volvo new car warranty
Your new car warranty provides comprehensive coverage for four
years or 50,000 miles, whichever occurs first. Additional warranties
cover corrosion, seat belts, the supplemental restraint system,
emission systems, genuine Volvo replacement parts and genuine
Volvo accessories. Should you encounter any problem with your Volvo,
simply contact the nearest retailer for assistance. Where your warranty
ends, Volvo Increased Protection (VIP) plans begin. To purchase the
additional protection of a VIP plan, contact your local retailer.

Complimentary Factory Scheduled Maintenance
Volvo is committed to a premium ownership experience for its
customers. To further enhance your ownership experience, all 2009
\^ST[hTPaE^[e^zbb^[S]TfcWa^dVWE^[e^aTcPX[TabX]cWTD]XcTS
States will include Complimentary Factory Scheduled Maintenance.
This program provides scheduled maintenance coverage for the first
3 years or 36,000 miles, is designed to compliment your Volvo
warranty, and will help ensure trouble free operation of your Volvo.
Coverage includes factory recommended maintenance including
oil and filter changes, checks and adjustments as listed in your
FPaaP]chP]S<PX]cT]P]RTATR^aSb8]U^a\PcX^]Q^^Z[TcU^acWTUXabc
four maintenance services at intervals of 7,500, 15,000, 22,500 and
30,000 miles
Service must be performed within 1,500 miles before or after each
scheduled interval. Coverage is limited to scheduled maintenance items
[XbcTSX]cWT!(\^ST[hTPaFPaaP]chP]S<PX]cT]P]RTATR^aSb
Information booklet. Normal wear items such as brake pads and wiper
blades are not covered under the Complimentary Factory Scheduled
Maintenance. An authorized retailer must perform maintenance. Offer
is transferable.
Optional Factory Scheduled Maintenance program upgrades are also
available that will allow you to customize coverage to meet your driving
needs. See your Volvo retailer for details.

Volvo genuine service
The best way to ensure superior performance year after year is to
bring your Volvo to your authorized retailer for regular maintenance.
Our service advisors and factory-trained technicians are uniquely
qualified to maintain your automobile. With the aid of advanced Volvo
diagnostics, they follow all prescribed factory maintenance outlined
in your service interval manual. Genuine Volvo Service is our ongoing
commitment to you: to keep your Volvo performing smoothly long after
other cars have given up.
Volvo mobility program
The goal of the Volvo Mobility Program is to assist persons with
physical disabilities or hearing impairment achieve independence.
For those with exceptional transportation needs, freedom can be
facilitated within the extraordinary comfort and safety of a specially
adapted Volvo. For additional information on this program, please
R^]cPRccWTE^[e^<^QX[Xch?a^VaP\7TPS`dPacTabPc''"$!!!
or visit www.volvocars.us/mobility. TTY users are invited to call
''""" !
Personal shopper
The Volvo Personal Shopper is dedicated to providing you with a whole
new level of shopping convenience. Whether you’d like help identifying
the Volvo model that best fits your lifestyle, detailed information on
any Volvo model, or a comparison against the competition, Volvo is
cWTaTc^WT[_FTRP]PaaP]VTP6dTbc3aXeTU^ah^dPch^da]TPaTbc
E^[e^ATcPX[TaB^\PZTcWT\^bc^Uh^dabW^__X]VcX\TP]SRP[[cWT
E^[e^?Tab^]P[BW^__TaPc '$$$%$'DB^][h

E^[e^>eTabTPb3T[XeTah
E^[e^>eTabTPb3T[XeTah^UUTabPd]X`dTfPhc^Qdhh^da]TfRdbc^\QdX[cRPaPbfT[[PbPd]X`dTfPhc^bTT\^aT^U4da^_T0]SfWT]h^dzaTS^]TcaPeT[X]V
QaX]VcWT_[TPbdaT^USaXeX]VPE^[e^QPRZW^\T?daRWPbTP]h]TfE^[e^Pb_Pac^UcWTE^[e^>eTabTPb3T[XeTah?a^VaP\P]ST]Y^hP[[cWXb~P]S\^aT)
}0ccaPRcXeT_aXRX]V^]DB\^ST[b
}Cf^R^\_[X\T]cPaha^d]ScaX_cXRZTcbfXcWBRP]SX]PeXP]0Xa[X]Tb
}>]TUaTTW^cT[]XVWcX]6^cWT]QdaVBfTST]cWTW^\T^UE^[e^
}0]TgRXcX]VE^[e^5PRc^ahC^da^aPeXbXcc^cWT]TfE^[e^1aP]S
Experience Center.
}0]TgR[dbXeTE8?ST[XeTahTg_TaXT]RTPccWTE^[e^5PRc^ah
3T[XeTah2T]cTa

}CWT^__^acd]Xchc^Tg_[^aT4da^_TX]cWTR^\U^acP]SbPUTch^Uh^da
own Volvo, either with one of our spectacular tours or on your own.
}4gcT]bXeTR^\_[X\T]cPahW^\TbWX_\T]cbTaeXRTb9dbc[TPeTh^da
car with us. We’ll ship it to you the convenient way while you relax
and enjoy your complimentary flight back home.

Can you think of a better way of traveling overseas and making
your souvenir part of an unforgettable experience?
If you would like to know more, contact your local Volvo retailer,
^da2dbc^\Ta2PaT2T]cTa'%"  %%&^aeXbXc
www.volvocars.us/mybagsarepacked

A world of colors.

614 Ice White
(Not available on T5)

426 Silver metallic*

466 Barents Blue metallic*

455 Titanium Grey metallic*

* Metallic paint is an option.

019 Black Stone

Please note: It is not possible to reproduce exact original shades in this brochure. Ask your
Volvo retailer to show you samples. As part of our commitment to the environment, the paper used
in this brochure is recycled, and color choices were printed directly on the page. This eliminates
the need for chemically treated color chips. A small thing perhaps, but then, every little bit helps.
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